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57TH ANNUAL CONVENTION

Rock your students’ world and change them as readers, writers, and citizens.
This workshop is designed to expose you and your students to eye-opening contempo-
rary writing from cultures throughout the globe. Visit “novel” places and unpack inter-
active learning resources and lesson plans that bring home cultural backdrops of books, 
poems, short stories, memoirs, and essays set in locales around the world.
Participants will discover ways to incorporate cultural and geography artifacts and pho-
tographs to:

• illuminate American and world literature in the classroom
• reflect the cultural, ethnic, and linguistic diversity of your students
• teach writing, including analytical essays and creative responses
• provide practice in close reading
• evoke the five senses and build background knowledge
• foster meaningful cross-cultural understandings
• inspire a lifelong interest in literature
• provide a literary lens for understanding global news events
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Student Teachers, First-Year 
Teacher

Understanding ‘privilege’

We are social.

@WCTEorg

Wisconsin Council of 
Teachers of English

THURSDAY WORKSHOP SPECIAL

Words without Borders

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
New Instructional Resources

Differentiation Techniques
 Culturally-Responsive Practices

“A self-proclamed literary explorer, through international study, research, and travel, 
I experience the landscape of literature at destinations around the world that serve as 
cultural and historical backdrops in books, particularly works penned by local authors. 
These experiences fuel my passion for designing innovative interdisciplinary curricula 
infusing art and culture, social justice, environmental action, and global issues and 
themes.           ~Sandra Kowalczyk”

Featuring Sandra Kowalczyk, Wisconsin Teacher of the Year

Becoming World Readers:
One Book at a Time

Meet Tanya Sponholz

Wis. English Journal, Update

http://WCTEonline.org
https://www.facebook.com/Wisconsin-Council-of-Teachers-of-English-25770321651/?ref=br_tf
http://twitter.com/WCTEorg
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT >> Marianne Potter

August 1, 2017
Dear Fellow WCTE Members,

As the calendar changes to August, I feel excitement and dread for the upcoming 
school year.  The excitement results from the challenge of meeting my students’ needs 
through engaging and encouraging them to become 21st century learners. The dread 
is a result of thinking about how to meet my students’ needs through engagement. 
Fortunately, as a member of WCTE, I know that I am not alone. Bringing quality 
professional development to Wisconsin,  advocating for ELA students and teachers, and 
creating a community for ELA teachers are the goals of WCTE. The board of directors 
wants to ensure there is a place for all ELA teachers to feel welcome.

The 2017 WCTE Annual Convention will be held Oct.12-13, 2017, at the UW-
Milwaukee Education Conference Center on the 7th floor of the Plankinton Building, 
161 W. Wisconsin Ave.  Thursday afternoon, Sandra Kowalczyk will be presenting 
a workshop, “Words Without Borders.” Sandra is an NCTE Educator of the Year, 
Wisconsin Teacher of the Year and a Global Teacher Finalist.  Teachers will discover 
creative means to incorporate cultural and geography artifacts and pictures throughout 
their curriculum. Friday will be a full day of  learning, sharing and celebrating. Sandra 
Kowalczyk will be the keynote speaker. Fellow educators will provide numerous 
breakout sessions on a variety of topics throughout the day.  The Student Teacher and 
New Teacher of the Year award winners,  as well as our NCTE award-winning journal 
and newsletter, will be honored. Also the end of the day is the annual WCTE meeting 
that all are encouraged to attend. Professional development at its finest is presented 
during this convention.  

Look for several presenters to be part of WCTE’s monthly Twitter chat which will 
be on Aug. 28 from 8 to 8:30 p.m. In August, the chat will allow members to learn more 
about the upcoming presenters’ topics and goals for the convention. Have you joined 
us at #wctechat on Twitter? On the fourth Monday of each month, teachers discuss 
topics like why they became a teacher, why a teacher should join WCTE, how to engage 
students at the end of the school year, and what teachers are reading over the summer. 
These chats have given teachers the opportunity to learn and create community. All are 
welcome and encouraged to join us.

WCTE members created a statement concerning the DPI licensure proposals.  This 
statement was forwarded to Tony Evers, State Superintendent, and David DeGuire, 
Director for Teacher Professional Development and Licensing. The statement expressing 
members’ concerns was asked to be read at the July 6 open forum. The four main 
concerns were consolidated subject licenses, consolidated grade level licenses, flexibility 
in earning new licenses in new areas and elimination of mastery testing to demonstrate 
alternate means of content knowledge. Please know that WCTE is willing to advocate 
for teachers and students.

An important date is Oct. 12-13 for the 57th annual conference which will provide 
members with professional development, collaboration opportunities and a place to 
rejuvenate.  The WCTE Board of Directors believes in our goals and our members.

Marianne Potter
Marianne Potter
President, WCTE
mpotter@pointschools.net

“Bringing quality professional development 
to Wisconsin,  advocating for ELA students 
and teachers, and creating a community for 
ELA teachers are the goals of WCTE. ”
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Co-teaching in a High School Classroom
By Vanessa Sieg
Participants will learn strategies and methods 
for collaborating with a co-teaching along with 
designing lesson plans and classroom activities. 
Navigating the waters of sharing a classroom 
with another teacher can be terrifying, but 
through our experiences and examples, we can 
help alleviate those fears.

Smarter Not Harder: Save Time Assessing 
and Providing Feedback on Student 
Writing with Doctopus and Goobric
By Kate Cronk
Every teacher of literacy struggles with the 
overwhelming amount of time spent assessing 
student writing and providing adequate 
feedback.  Most teachers don’t know that two 
simple Google add-ons can solve this problem 
for good.  In this session, a middle school 
language arts teacher will share how to use 
Doctopus and Goobric most effectively.  The 
session will cover how these add-ons organize 
assessment information, how these add-ons 
allow for a digital, clickable rubric, and how 
audio feedback can be used effortlessly in the 
process.  You’ll leave this session with tangible 
ways to save time spent assessing writing that 
can be used immediately.

Collaboration with Calkins: Making the 
Most of the Writing Units of Study by 
Leaning on Eachother
By Kate Cronk, Kristen Golden, Robin Stein, Patty 
Widlarz
Lucy Calkin’s Writing Units of Study have 
revolutionized the way many districts are 
teaching writing, but the changes can be time 
consuming and overwhelming.  The solution?  
Each other!  Knowing our colleagues are our best 
resources, a team of seventh grade language 
arts teachers worked together to implement, 
plan, and assess in ways that save time, better 
meet student needs, and result in consistency 
at their grade level.  This session will provide 
specific examples of how collaboration can 
work with Calkins including: suggestions on 
how to share the planning load, strategies for 
dividing mini-lessons, step-by-step instructions 
for shuffling students to meet their individual 
needs, and ideas on how to make the most of 
combined publishing parties.

Self-Reported Grading in a Traditional 
Grading System
By Kate Cronk and Dan Piotrowski
“You’ve heard of Hattie and you’ve looked at his 
list of teaching strategies with high effect sizes, 
but you might have scratched your head about 
the number one: self-reported grading.  What 
does it mean?  What does it look like? And how 
can it be used to assess reading?  Can it be done 
in a traditional grading system?  A seventh grade 
language arts teacher took on these questions. 
Through professional reading, discussions with 
colleagues, and careful planning, she was able 
to implement forms of self-reported grading in 
middle school language arts classrooms.  This 

session aims to share her successes, failures, 
and provide a forum for all to better understand 
how to implement this incredibly effective 
teaching strategy.  Specific information to be 
covered in this session includes the following: a 
definition of self-reported grading, a rationale 
for attempting to tackle this system, how it 
could work in a traditional grading system, and 
how to address student, parent, administration, 
and fellow colleague concerns.Though this 
session will provide specific examples for how 
self-reported grading can look in middle school 
language arts classrooms, all grade levels can 
gain insight and ideas to take and implement 
immediately in their classrooms. 

Travel the World: Global Literature and 
Google Technology
By Jackie England
In this session, attendees will be given full access 
to a thematic reading unit that allows students 
to explore different perspectives of people from 
all over the world.  Jackie will present curriculum 
materials that reflect best practices in analyzing 
text and new ways to integrate technology into 
the classroom.  All materials will be ready made 
for attendees to take back and immediately use 
in their own classrooms.

Becoming World Speakers: Forensic 
Speech, Debate, and Theatre Activities
By Adam J. Jacobi
Interscholastic forensic contests give students 
an outlet to explore social issues through 
researching and writing speeches, compiling and 
performing literature, preparing and arguing 
debates, and performing and producing one-act 
plays. This session will explore how schools can 
build a successful program to engage students 
academically past the school day.

Poetry Unveiled
By Dan and Becky Hansen
Less guessing, more accessing! Poetry is one of 
the most difficult topics for English teachers to 
address. This session will walk teachers through 
a simple yet elegant methodology for teaching 
poetry to all levels of students. It will help 
inspire them and their students to enjoy this art 
form more fully and understand it more deeply.

Empower with Poetry
By Melissa Fiamoncini
Empower writers through poetry as a genre.  
Poetry workshop engages all writers and opens 
new doors of opportunity within immersion and 
collaboration.  Leave knowing how to empower 
with poetry tomorrow in class. 

Using Autocrat to Make Sense of Google 
Form Responses
By Jessica Brogley
Do you ever have kids take quizzes in Google 
Forms? Do you ever wish you could give 
feedback? Jessica will show you how to use 
the Ad-on “Autocrat” to give kids meaningful 
feedback even when they fill out Google Forms!

Wisconsin Academic Decathlon–every 
Wisconsin high school should have a team!
By Janelle Bailey
I know of NO BETTER program in Wisconsin 
for teaching high school students the value of 
team competition (and in academics, no less!) 
but also helping them to improve their study 
skills, their interpersonal skills, their writing 
skills, and introduce them to potentially brand 
new content, including a novel (the actual topic 
changes each year).

Visual Literacy: The Arts in ELA
By Dr. Nicholle Schuelke
Developing skills in visual literacy arguably 
augments a person’s ability to interpret his 
or her world by providing additional modes 
of making meaning.  Teachers can build upon 
the skills students need to read and write by 
teaching students to read and view all texts 
critically—not just traditional print texts.  This 
session discusses integration of visual literacy 
for the 21st  century skills and an assessment of 
Common Core standards related to ELA.

Reading Aloud to Older Students:  Benefits 
and Tips
By Lisa Hollihan Allen
Do you have 6th-12th graders who have never 
enjoyed a book?  You have the power to change 
that.  Lure them to the world of literacy by 
reading aloud to them.  Research supports that 
it can improve fluency, writing, vocabulary and 
can transfer to success in other classes all while 
building community.

Shakespeare in the Classroom
By David Daniel 
David Daniel, a veteran teaching artist from 
American Players Theatre, with over 20 years of 
experience, leads teachers in proven, effective, 
and fun exercises in teaching Shakespeare.

Old Dog, New Tricks: How to transition a 
traditional classroom to Google Classroom
By Heidi Edwards
This section will address how to reduce paper, 
grade online, and use other aspects of classroom 
for educators who are new to the format.  It is 
not an expert session, it will be hands-on ideas 
for how I have utilized this technology in my 
classroom to facilitate learning in a one-to-one 
classroom.

How to Facilitate Difficult Discussions in 
the Classroom
By Heidi Edwards and Elizabeth Logan-Hay
This session will be for strategies for facilitating 
discussions regarding race, culture, gender, 
politics, and other difficult topics in the English/
Language Arts Classroom.  Elizabeth and Heidi 
taught together for 8 years and for 1 year in a 
co-teaching classroom.  They have navigated 
difficult conversations together and have tips 
and advice for those engaging in meaningful but 
difficult discussions.  This session will provide 
strategies, resources, and questions and answers 
regarding the topic.

Creating a Classroom for All Learners 
By Kelsey Del Ponte
Want to learn more about differentiation? 
Scaffolding? Accommodations? Team-teachers 
Kelsey Del Ponte and Brian Hirtz will reveal 
secrets to creating a successful classroom for 
all types of learners. Learn about goal setting, 
modifying, co-teaching, and other insights from 
this pair of teachers. Attendees will leave with 
ideas, electronic documents, and answers to 
questions about differentiating for all students.

Colorful Student-Led Discussions
By Shai Klima
I would like to share the 4-color questioning 
techniques that I teach students for Socratic 
circle and small group discussion.  Students 
create text-based questions of different styles, 
then use these to discuss the text and create 
meaning of the text.  Students also evaluate 
their own progress and the discussion format as 
a whole, both during and after the discussion.

Best Practices in Technology: The SAMR 
Model 
By Mona Zignego, Kelly Thompson, Dawn Randall, 
Kristen Braatz
In this age of increasing technology schools 
wonder, how teachers can use technology to 
create an environment rich in language and 
participation?  The SAMR model provides a 
guiding framework when using technology in 
the classroom while considering technological, 
pedagogical, and management issues.  Through 
the consideration of substitution, augmentation, 
modification, and redefinition, authentic 
literacy activities are able to be constructed 
and successfully implemented using the SAMR 
model.

Critical Reading Strategies for Wandering 
Minds
By Vicki Bott
My presentation builds on scientific knowledge 
that recognizes that 50% of the time we are 
“reading,” our minds are wandering. I’ll describe 
how I help students recognize these moments, 
interrupt them, and choose strategies to regain 
and retain focused, critical reading. 

I Kissed Grading Goodbye
By Amanda Sweet
During this session I will discuss how I limit 
the grading and grades I give to students and 
how I have focused on the writing process and 
conferencing to give feedback. I have become 
more of a mentor to my students and less of the 
teacher during writing time. 

The Magic of Student/Instructor 
Relationships
By Dolores Greenawalt and Megan Mattson
Having successful post-secondary student/
instructor relationships ensure students have 
the building blocks to help them regardless 
of their background, especially race, class 
and economics. This support system is vital to 
creating a learning environment in which a 
student can feel safe and successful.

WCTE breakout sessions on Friday, Oct. 13
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2017 WCTE Convention Registration Form
57th Annual State Convention of the Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English

Becoming World Readers: One Book at a Time
Keynote speaker: Sandra Kowalczyk

UW-M School of Continuing Education Conference Center 
7th Floor of the historic Plankinton Building

161 Wisconsin Ave. Suite 6000; Milwaukee WI 53203
Thursday afternoon, Oct. 12, 2017 at 12:30 and Friday, Oct. 13, 2017 (registration 8:30)

Pre-Registration Deadline: Oct. 2, 2017
To register online and for more information, please visit www.wcteonline.org. 

Name: ______________________________  Job Title: _________________________________
Mailing Address: _______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
School/Organization: ____________________________________________________________
Purchase Order # (if applicable): ___________________________________________________
Email Address: _________________________________________________________________

To register for the convention by check or purchase 
order, complete this form and mail to:

WCTE 2017 Conference Registration
Dept. of Curriculum & Instruction

Enderis 310
UW-Milwaukee

P.O. Box 413
Milwaukee, WI 53201

                  Keep a copy for your records!

• Thursday’s workshop fee includes snacks.

• Friday’s convention fee includes 
continental breakfast and a buffet lunch 
featuring a choice of two hot entrées (a 
vegetarian option is available), soup, salad, 
beverage (cola, diet cola, iced tea, milk, 
coffee or hot tea), and a cookie.

Convention Registration Fees:
Thursday Workshop Friday Convention Both

WCTE members $100 $100 $175
Non-members $150 $150 $280

Students/Retirees $40 $40 $75

Convention Fees: Make Checks Payable to WCTE

Registration: $__________        Membership Dues: $__________ Total Enclosed:  $__________
                                                                           
                                                                                (If time to renew, see membership form on next page) 
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Hotel Rooms 
A limited block of rooms has been reserved at the

Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott Milwaukee Downtown
To receive the group rate of $89 for either a king-sized bed or two queen-sized beds,

you must reserve a room by October 2, 2017. 
To make a reservation call: direct 414-224-8400 or toll free Marriott 1-877-699-1495

or follow the link on the WCTE website.  Identify yourself as WCTE 2017 State Convention Group.

WCTE Membership Information
This form represents a  New Membership  Renewal

WCTE District (CESA): _______ (1 - 12; if you do not know your CESA, please check one of the options below) 
Please look up my CESA for me based on my school address: _________________
Please look up my CESA for me based on my home address:  _________________
What grades do you teach (circle)?
Elementary               Middle               Secondary                Post-secondary
Are you an administrator or specialist (circle)?
Dept. Chair          Elem. Admin.       Middle/Secondary Admin.      Reading/Language Arts Specialist
What sort of member would you like to become (circle)?
Standard …………………$30                        New Teacher …………….$20
                                                                                   (1-2 yrs in profession)
Contributing ……………..$40                        Retiree …….……………..$15
Sustaining ………………..$50                        Student …………………..$ 5

Thursday Workshop, 12:30-4 p.m.
Words Without Borders (description on page 1)

Parking
     The School of Continuing Education provides a parking discount for participants in its classes/
programs who park in the Grand Avenue structure.  Please bring your parking gate ticket to the 7th floor 
reception desk to have it validated.  The validation entitles you to the special UWM daytime rate of $6 
regardless of week, time of day, or length of stay.  

Finding Your Way to the Convention Rooms
From the parking structure (1st & 2nd floor entries are the easiest), enter the Plankinton Building/
Grand Avenue Mall and cross the Rotunda to the elevators on the north side of the building (closest 
to Wisconsin Avenue). Take the elevators to the seventh floor.

Convention: Oct. 12-13, 2017 in downtown Milwaukee
 Mail-in Registration on page 4. Or online,  REGISTER HERE

https://www.regonline.com/wcte2017stateconvention
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AWARDS >> from Jackie Mabon, WCTE Awards chair

Continued on next page

Breanna Hanson

WHO:  Breanna Hanson, Chequamegon Middle School, Park Falls

WHAT:  teaches 7th grade English/Language Arts
WHAT OTHERS SAID: “[Breanna] is a prepared, fair, and compassionate teacher. She is able 
to engage her students in her lessons and helps them achieve success no matter what their learning 
styles may be. Her lessons are organized and interesting while providing challenging learning 
experiences for her students. I have had the opportunity to observe her classroom management style 
and highly respect her abilities to make every student feel special”  ~ Casey Hanson, principal, 
Chequamegon Middle School
“ [Breanna] has shown great strides in implementing some innovative teaching strategies, has 
participated in curriculum development, and has stepped up to coach middle school students with 
the middle level forensics program within our building.” Sharlene Gelina, mentor, Chequamegon 
Middle School
WHAT BREANNA SAID:  “Learning that I obtained the Outstanding First Year Teacher of 
English award was truly a magnificent way to end my school year.  Knowing that my efforts did not go unnoticed 
impels me to continue doing my best and grow as an educator.  I will resume teaching middle school english this 
coming school year as well as computer science courses.”

Nancy Hoefs Memorial Award for Outstanding First Year Teacher

WCTE annually presents several awards to recognize 
professional contributions and student achievements and to 
promote excellence in the teaching of the English language 
arts. These are presented at the convention in October.

We are pleased to announce that Breanna Hanson  and 
Anna Tempus will both receive the Nancy Hoefs Memorial 
Award for Outstanding First Year Teacher. Hanson teaches at 
Chequamegon Middle School in Park Falls, and Tempus teaches 
at Stevens Point Area Senior High School. They are featured 
below.

In addition, Chelsey Gruetzmacher will receive the  Out-
standing Student Teacher of the Year Award. She student 
taught at Lincoln High School in Wisconsin Rapids and is 
featured on the next page.

The Chisholm Award for Meritorious Service to the Pro-
fession will be announced at the convention. 

Next year's awards deadline will be April 15.

WCTE announces, honors award winners

Anna Tempus

WHO:   Anna Tempus, Stevens Point Area Senior High School

WHAT:  teaches English 10 and Advanced Composition II, a college-level writing seminar
WHAT OTHERS SAID: “Very early in the school year I observed [Anna ’s] ... positive energy, 
enthusiasm for learning, advanced differentiation skills, and a desire to collaborate with others. 
[She] eagerly pursued additional leadership roles and responsibilities outside her classroom. As our 
National Honor Society faculty adviser, [she] effectively managed difficult processes and tasks. 
[Her] performance in this role has been exemplary.”  ~ Jon Vollendorf,  principal, Stevens Point 
Area Senior High School
“One of the greatest impacts I have observed is how she has supported [another] teacher. This 
teacher’s confidence level has increased and I credit Anna Mae’s friendship and collegial sharing 
for the improvement. Anna Mae does not just share lesson plans; collaboration and reflection are 
key components of this process.”  ~ Marianne Potter, English teacher
WHAT ANNA SAID:  “To receive the Outstanding First Year Teacher award means the world to 
me; it is both an affirmation and encouragement in my career. I felt so humbled when I learned the news, but I also 
felt it a testament to my own Wisconsin education and the teachers who guided me on my path to this calling. This 
award both challenges and motivates me to always set my personal and professional bar high. I know with family, 
friends, and my incredible colleagues and students on my side, I will always be able to reach it.”

Nancy Hoefs Memorial Award for Outstanding First Year Teacher
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AWARDS >> from Jackie Mabon, WCTE Awards chair

WHO:  Chelsey Gruetzmacher; attended UW-Stevens Point, student taught at Lincoln High 
School, Wisconsin Rapids
WHAT:  now teaches 8th grade English at P.J. Jacobs Junior High School, Stevens Point
WHAT OTHERS SAID:   “Every time I have visited Chelsey’s classroom I have become 
more and more impressed with her already exceedingly strong teaching; the way in which she 
purposefully plans and guides students through each lesson is, in a word, masterful. Such work is 
at the heart of her classroom pedagogy and is truly impressive to see.... Chelsey is a natural leader 
in the classroom and creates powerful and engaging lessons for her students; she values them 
as learners and individuals and, as a result of these caring connections, students enthusiastically 
respond to her instruction, and she actively collaborates with colleagues to support student learning 
and continually improve her own practice.” ~David Roloff, UW-Stevens Point supervisor and 
teacher
“[When Chelsey] previously worked a an editor, she realized that she had a true passion for 
teaching others how to improve their communication skills. She is able to give students constructive criticism in an encouraging 
manner and help students see the importance of accurate, complete, insightful writing in the world beyond the classroom. ... 
Her message to students is clear: Use your time now to practice and grow in your writing ability and confidence so that you are 
prepared for whatever your future job entails.” ~Melanie Kozlowski and Jill Joosten-Russell, cooperating teachers
WHAT CHELSEY SAID:  “I became a teacher because I believe in students and because, for me, teaching is a calling, not 
just a career. When I found out that David, my university supervisor and all-around incredible mentor, nominated me for this 
award, I was incredibly honored (and a little shocked). Knowing that other educators supported my work in the classroom and 
recognized my dedication to this profession was the energy boost I needed to make the most out of my final days at Lincoln 
High School. As I move into my first year as an educator, this award encourages me to remain an active, engaged member of 
our professional community and to keep finding new ways to help my students grow into lifelong readers and writers.” 

Chelsey Gruetzmacher

Outstanding Student Teacher of the Year Award

As summer ends, I have several 
resources to share with you. The first 
resource I’ve mentioned before, but I always 
think it is worth the reminder: Jennifer 
Gonzalez hosts the podcast series “Cult of 
Pedagogy” with the focus on educational 
topics that really run the gamut. In one 
recent episode, Jennifer introduces the Hack 
Learning Series. 

Your second resource, The Hack 
Learning Series, is a collection of 
professional development materials written 
by a variety of experts in the field of 
education. I myself  have read Hacking 
Leadership after Joe Sanfilippo keynoted a 
mini Google Summit in our area last summer. 
Even though I’m not an administrator, the 

book was an extremely refreshing read and 
gave me insight as to what I could do to 
contribute to a better, more positive building 
climate both in and out of my classroom. I 
can only imagine, if the other books are is 
well thought-out as hacking leadership, how 
beneficial the other books would be to grow 
and develop my philosophy as an educator. 

The third resource is a list of diverse 
novels delving into topics including race, 
socioeconomic status and sexual identity 
by women authors of color curated by Teen 
Vogue. As many of us host literature circles 
throughout the year, these might be some 
options to tie into your themes or simply 
good picks to recommend when a student is 
struggling. Happy Reading! 

Justina Plemon
Diversity Chair

Resources available to support professional 
development, growth as educators 

https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/
https://www.cultofpedagogy.com/
http://hacklearning.org/
http://hacklearning.org/
http://www.teenvogue.com/gallery/10-diverse-books-by-ya-authors-of-color-to-read-in-2017
http://www.teenvogue.com/gallery/10-diverse-books-by-ya-authors-of-color-to-read-in-2017
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DPI ENGLISH NEWS >> Marci Glaus, DPI

What You Need to Know
People really enjoy reading about the things they want to know about.  Just like our 

students, we're not as motivated to dig into those articles that tell us what we need to know, 
even when they cover information that we should know.

That's where we English teachers in Wisconsin are in luck. Our DPI liaison in Madison is 
right at the epicenter of education initiatives, education legislation and education policy.  Even 
better, she lets us know how these affect us in our classrooms and our professional lives.

You can reach Marci at marci.glaus@dpi.wi.gov.

i

i Literacy Updates
Marci Glaus, DPI

Continued on next page

Wisconsin Writes: The series ended this school year with authors Eric Schlelein and K.W. 
Penndorf: https://dpi.wi.gov/wisconsin-writes.  Starting with the 2017/18 school year, Wisconsin 
Writes will take a turn into the world of student writers! Stay tuned for example writing 
processes from kindergarten writers through high school seniors. 

i
DPI is currently drafting new emergency rules related to licensure in response to calls for 
changes from state legislators and school administrators. The following are currently included 
in the draft, and expected to be in place by August, 2017: 
• Creating a one-year License with Stipulations (replacing emergency licenses & permits) for: 

• Teachers and pupil services professionals from another state who have not met 
Wisconsin testing requirements;

• Speech Language Pathologists who hold a valid license from DSPS; and
• If a district cannot find a fully licensed teacher or pupil services professional, an 

individual with a bachelor’s degree.
• Creating a three-year License with Stipulations as part of a district-sponsored pathway for 

experienced teachers to receive another teacher license in a new subject or developmental 
level.

• Issuing licenses to teachers from another state who have successfully completed the edTPA 
or the National Board process (Foundations of Reading Test still required).

• Allowing educator preparation programs flexibility in their admissions policies by 
removing specific testing (Praxis CORE) and GPA requirements from rule (Foundations of 
Reading Test still required).

• Allowing teacher and pupil services candidates to demonstrate content knowledge with a 
3.0 or higher GPA in license area or by successfully completing a content-based portfolio 
(Foundations of Reading Test still required).

Expect more proposed changes to teacher licensure in response to pressure from both state 
legislators and school administrators. 

Teacher Education, Professional 
Development  and Licensing

i
DPI held public listening sessions and gathered commentary on the ESSA draft. You can find 
Wisconsin’s draft, a summary of stakeholder feedback, and short videos highlighting key topics 
from the plan here: https://dpi.wi.gov/esea/wisconsin-draft-consolidated-state-plan  

Wis. Implementation of ESSA
(Reauthorization of ESEA: Every Student Succeeds Act)

mailto:marci.glaus@dpi.wi.gov
https://dpi.wi.gov/wisconsin-writes
https://dpi.wi.gov/esea/wisconsin-draft-consolidated-state-plan
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i Special Education
The following link provides information and resources on current special education programs 
and initiatives along with guidance for implementing criteria for specific learning disability 
programming for students: http://dpi.wi.gov/sped  

WISELearni
WISELearn provides a centralized location for professional learning resources for all 
Wisconsin educators. It is a free, online portal that will integrate existing and new content in one 
easy to find spot: http://dpi.wi.gov/wiselearn 

For up-to-date information, resources, and helpful instructional ideas and resources, join our 
communities!
• Join DPI ELA Google+ Community: http://bit.ly/1S7vUrL
• Follow WI DPI Literacy Twitter: https://twitter.com/WisDPILit
• Join the Listserv: englishk16@lists.dpi.wi.gov 

i Bilingual/ESL Program
Access http://dpi.wi.gov/english-learners  for information regarding effective practices 
and resources for working with English Language Learners. 

i English/Language Arts Modes of 
Communication

Teachers have limited time and multiple resources available to them.  The Wisconsin DPI 
English Language Arts PLC available on Google+ is a resource that is worth a teacher’s time 
and energy.  This public forum is available to obtain and to share information; however, any 
links with items for sale are not reviewed or endorsed by DPI.

Just recently a reader could find the following information on this page:
• Links to Wisconsin Writes - interviews with Wisconsin Writers to be used with students.
• Links to blogs different ELA topics - an example is Digital Tools for Inclusivity.
• Links to up-to-date information about concerns to teacher - an example is Information 

about July 6 Licensure Hearing.
• Links to writing contests available to students - an example is the International Crane 

Foundation’s contest to celebrate cranes.
• Links to supporting research data - an example is Four Reasons to Begin Class Daily 

with a Poem
• Links to potential job opportunities.
• Links to upcoming professional development opportunities.

The Wisconsin DPI English Language Arts PLC available on Google+ is a place for teachers 
to access multiple resources.  With limited time and multiple demands, a teacher will find this 
public forum helpful.

Google+ resource helpful for English PLC
ELA PLC >> from Marianne Potter

Marianne Potter
WCTE President

http://dpi.wi.gov/sped
http://dpi.wi.gov/wiselearn
http://bit.ly/1S7vUrL
https://twitter.com/WisDPILit
mailto:englishk16@lists.dpi.wi.gov
http://dpi.wi.gov/english-learners
https://readingbyexample.com/2016/02/05/digital-tools-for-inclusivity/
http://dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/news-release/dpinr2017_58.pdf
http://dpi.wi.gov/sites/default/files/news-release/dpinr2017_58.pdf
https://www.savingcranes.org/poetry/
https://www.savingcranes.org/poetry/
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/start-class-poem-each-day-brett-vogelsinger
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/start-class-poem-each-day-brett-vogelsinger
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WCTE POSITION STATEMENT ON CHANGES IN LICENSURE >> WCTE Board

Tony Evers, State Superintendent 
David DeGuire, director for Teacher Education Professional Development and Licensing
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction 
125 South Webster Street Madison, WI 53703 
 
Dear Dr. Evers, David DeGuire, and Members of the Leadership Group on School Staffing Challenges,
 
We write to you today on behalf of the Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English (WCTE) to address our concerns regarding 
the emergency licensing changes.  WCTE is a nonprofit, voluntary educational organization whose purpose is to improve the 
quality of instruction in the English language arts at all school levels in the state of Wisconsin. While WCTE understands the 
challenges administrators face with hiring qualified teachers across the state, we have strong reservations regarding some of the 
proposed changes. While these changes may help to ease the teacher shortages in Wisconsin in the short-term, the long-term 
effects need to be addressed. It is imperative for students to have high quality teachers who can provide high-quality instruction. 
 
WCTE has the following concerns about the proposed changes:
 
Consolidated subject licenses.
An English license allows a teacher to teach English Language Arts grades 7–12. S/he does not have the skills or background 
to teach journalism or theater. One would do a disservice to students who were expecting to be taught the fundamentals of 
journalism but who would have to settle for one who is not licensed in that area, because, unfortunately, that’s what it would be. 
Students should not have to settle in their education. They should expect teachers who are experts in the content of their field 
and experts in conveying that content. Furthermore, giving school districts the authority to validate teacher competency gives 
too much power to individuals who don’t know the specifics of every license. As an example, if a school district lacks a reading 
specialist, will it try to substitute an English teacher? A reading specialist requires a diverse set of skills that are different from 
the skills required of an English teacher. Once again, to compare the two licenses is to minimize the other. 
 
Consolidated grade level licenses. 
A similar problem lies in the proposal to consolidate grade levels on teaching licenses. The skills and knowledge to teach differs 
with the age of the student. Teaching 4th grade students is much different than teaching seniors in high school, academically 
and developmentally. Teaching programs in Wisconsin universities and colleges would suffer attempting to prepare future 
teachers to teach any age in that 14-year span from pre-kindergarten to 12th grade. 
 
Flexibility in earning new licenses in a new area.
Just because one can teach, does not mean that skill of teaching is transferable to any subject area. A teacher’s education and 
skills need to match the license s/he has. By allowing school districts to decide if a teacher is successful in a new license 
area lessens what it means to be a licensed professional. Will every school district across the state have the same standards to 
endorse a candidate for full licensure? Wisconsin is known for its high standards for teachers, and we urge you to keep those 
standards high. 
 
Eliminate mastery testing when able to demonstrate content knowledge in other ways.
As teachers, we understand the desire to reduce high stakes testing, and the Praxis and other such tests pre-service teachers 
need to take to enter the field would certainly be considered high stakes. However, by eliminating mastery testing, the level 
of knowledge becomes inconsistent across the state and the high standard that Wisconsin education is known for diminishes. 
Furthermore, focusing on only content knowledge, one piece of the art of teaching, is diminishing the heart of the teaching 
profession: pedagogical skills and learning. Of the ten teaching standards in Wisconsin, only one refers to content knowledge.  
The other nine standards all revolve around pedagogy. 
 
 The WCTE mission is to strengthen the teaching of English language arts through mentoring, scholarship, advocacy, and 
collegiality. Altering the requirements for teachers and insinuating that pedagogy is less important than content knowledge 
diminishes the teaching profession and endangers the quality of education of Wisconsin students, two tenets for which our 
organization stands. 
 
Respectfully,
 
Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English
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TWITTER CHATS >> John Schad and the WCTE Board

AUDIOBOOKSYNC.COM >> Jennifer Kiernen 

If you have not already joined us for our new Twitter chats, now is the time! At our next chat, the breakout presenters 
for our 2017 WCTE Convention will be joining us to discuss their presentations in greater detail. It will be a fantastic 
way to interact with the presenters LIVE and get a feeling for which presentations you would like to attend. Presenters 
will discuss why their topic is important and what attendees will be able to bring back to their classrooms! Please join us 
to get the inside scoop! 
Previous chats have discussed:

• Successes and Challenges of Being an English Teacher in Wisconsin
• Tips for Engaging Students
• Personal and Professional Reading Recommendations
• Lesson Recommendations
• Testimonials – Why Did You Become an English Teacher?

This is such a cool way to connect with English teachers around the state! Join the wave of teachers who are looking for 
practical advice to improve their teaching practice and share your thoughts and expertise in our next chat:

August 28 @ 8 p.m.– Meet the 2017 Breakout Presenters
September 25 @ 8 p.m.– Thursday’s WCTE Convention Workshop Preview

Join us for WCTE’s new Twitter Chats 
@WCTEorg #wctechat

Summer Facebook book club for teachers
Summer.  Teachers everywhere look forward to the relaxing days of no alarm clocks, not eating 

lunch in 22 minutes, and finally having time to read something not related to their curriculum. This 
summer, teachers had an opportunity to join an online book club on the Facebook group, Talks with 
Teachers Summer Book Club. It was moderated by Brian Sztabnik, who runs a blog called Talks with 
Teachers as well as monthly Twitter chats. 

In the month of June, the book choice was Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead. 
Participants were asked to read a certain number of chapters per week and were asked to find quotes 
that moved them and post them to the group for comments. For July, a poll was taken for a non-fiction 
text and Hillbilly Elegy by J.D. Vance was chosen.  This time, the group was given the month of July 
to read at their own pace and then questions were posted to Facebook for people to respond. For the 
month of August, a professional development book by Patty Grawehr McGee titled, Feedback That 
Moves Writers Forward, which again was chosen by the group via online poll. The discussion for that 
text is still pending. There were 641 teachers involved in this closed Facebook group who all got to 
experience the love of reading and deep discussion with fellow professionals. Teachers also shared 
resources and teaching ideas to the group. It was a fun and easy way to be part of a large book club 
with teachers across the country. 

Since 2010, AudioBookSync.com has provided audio book downloads for free during the summer 
months. Access is given to anyone to download the books. Each week on Thursday, two audio books 
are released. They are generally paired texts ranging from Young Adult literature to the classics. Some 
examples this year included, Feed by M.T. Anderson paired with The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy 
by Douglas Adams; The Dead House by Dawn Kurtagich paired with A Picture of Dorian Gray by 
Oscar Wilde; Between Shades of Gray by Ruta Sepetys paired with In My Hands: Memories of a  
Holocaust Rescuer by Irene Gut Opdyke.  

This year the books were released for 16 weeks, always two at a time.  The only catch to this 
amazing opportunity was the books needed to be downloaded during the week they were released. 
There was no going back to previous weeks, once the next week was released. In all, a person could 
have been able to download 32 books this summer for free. All that was needed was an Overdrive 
account to store the books and be able to listen to them on whatever device the listener chose. Keep an 
eye out for this opportunity next spring. I always share the promotional materials in my room and post 
them for students to see before the end of the school year.

Jennifer Kiernen
District 11 Director

http://twitter.com/WCTEorg
http://AudioBookSync.com
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I walked into the room and was immediately greeted by the sound of 45 students laughing and 
chatting as they drew faces on small pumpkins and tried to come up with fun names for them. A 
third-grader grabbed my hand and led me over to check on the baby chickens. Two middle schoolers 
with limited English showed the rest of the group the best way to shuck dried corn from the cob 
while a volunteer translated.  This was not school; this was after school.

When the afterschool program coordinator first asked me to help write the application for the 
Dollar General Literacy Award, I was eager to help but a little nervous as well.  As a high school 
English teacher, I knew how to write, but I didn’t know anything about afterschool programs. The 
afterschool program in my district of Arcadia (located in western Wisconsin halfway between Eau 
Claire and La Crosse) began in 2011 as a response to our 
district’s increase in English Language Learners and students 
living in poverty. What had originally begun as a place for 
homework help has developed in the last two years to a true 
community learning center, where our students spend time with 
their multi-grade “families” and work on social and emotional 
skills and community building as well as math and reading. 
A typical day in our program includes arts and crafts, snacks, 
physical activity, grade level homework help and grade level 
active games and learning. Students are having fun, learning 
and finding a safe place to be after school, which is what all our 
students need.

Although we didn’t win the $10,000 Dollar General 
Afterschool Literacy Award, our program was one of the 
finalists. We were invited to Washington, D.C., to present about 
our program at the Afterschool Alliance’s annual conference 
last June and to lobby Congress to increase funding for 
afterschool programs.  We listened to a few senators speak 
at the Afterschool Showcase and even spent a few moments 
talking with Senator Lisa Murkowski from Alaska. On our 
lobby day the Wisconsin team, which  included the director 
of the Boys and Girls Club in Green Bay and the director of 
Racine’s afterschool program as well as a large group from 
little Arcadia, met with staff from Senator Ron Johnson, 
Senator Tammy Baldwin, and Representative Paul Ryan’s 
offices. Not all of these politicians support afterschool 
programs, but they all listened. In addition, we spoke directly 
with Congressmen Mike Gallagher (district 8) and Ron Kind (district 3) who both show strong 
support for afterschool programming.  

Our trip to D.C. was empowering for both the staff and the students who accompanied us.  
Three young Hispanic men, sons of immigrants who are often told they don’t belong, had the 
opportunity to see the nation’s capitol and to advocate for education. We came back to Wisconsin 
eager to expand our program, only to find out two weeks later that we did not receive a 21st Century 
Community Learning Center grant, our program’s only source of funding for the last five years.  
Undaunted, the program coordinator (also a full-time teacher) continues to look for other sources of 
funding while figuring out how to run the program with less money. Staff will be reduced; those who 
stay will take pay cuts; fewer scholarships will be available for students in need.

Arcadia’s program was unique at the conference, as we were the only program attending 
where the staff was comprised of people who teach and work as paraprofessionals during the day 
and then stay for afterschool.  However, I encourage all of you reading this to find out what your 
community is doing for children after school, and to see how you can be part of that. Working with 
the afterschool program enriched my teaching life as well, and you will find me volunteering there 
again this year.  After all, anything can happen after school.

AFTER-SCHOOL ALLIANCE >> Kara Nelson-Sommerfeldt

Kara Nelson-Sommerfeldt
District 4 Director

Whatcha doing after school?

High school mentors Alex and Raul and afterschool students Eric 
and Daniel pause for a photo before meetings with members of 
Congress to discuss the importance of afterschool programs.     

Photo by Nancy Boehm
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Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English honored with 
2017 NCTE Affiliate Newsletter of Excellence Award

WCTE Update, edited by Linda Barrington 
of Mount Mary University, published by the 
Wisconsin Council of Teachers of English, has 
been named as a recipient of the 2017 NCTE 
Affiliate Newsletter of Excellence Award, 
given by the National Council of Teachers of 
English (NCTE).

Established in 1992, this award recognizes 
outstanding newsletters of affiliates of NCTE 
that have published a minimum of three 
newsletters from May 2016 through the program deadline on 
May 1, 2017.

Newsletter submissions are judged on: content (particularly 
the inclusion of current, pertinent information with a good 
balance between theory, practice and professional growth 
information), quality of writing, a clear and accurately defined 
purpose for the publication, a format which aids the reader in 
locating information and is easy to read, and the use of graphics 
to aid the overall effectiveness of the newsletter.

The award winners will be announced at the 2017 NCTE 
Annual Convention in St. Louis, during the Affiliate Roundtable 
Breakfast on Sunday, Nov.19. 

Other winners include the following: 
• The English Pub: ACTELA Newsletter, 
edited by Kay Walter of the University of Arkansas 
at Monticello, published by the Arkansas Council 
of Teachers of English Language Arts; 
• MATELA Update, edited by Katie Kotynski 
of Great Falls, Montana, published by the 
Montana Association of Teachers of English 
Language Arts; 
• NJCTE e-Focus, co-edited by Susan Reese 

of Ocean Township High School and Patricia Schall 
of College of Saint Elizabeth, published by the New 
Jersey Council of Teachers of English; 

• NYSEC News, co-edited by Michelle Kaprinski 
and Christine Furnia of Wappingers Central School 
District, published by the New York State English 
Council; 

• Chalkboard, edited by Peter Thacker of the University 
of Portland, published by the Oregon Council of 
Teachers of English; and 

• Texas Voices, edited by Kristen Stapp of Fort Bend 
Independent School District, published by the Texas 
Council of Teachers of English Language Arts.

AWARDS >> from NCTE

Wisconsin English Journal wins 2017 NCTE 
Affiliate Journal of Excellence Award

 The Wisconsin English Journal, edited by John Pruitt of UW-Rock County, is one of the 
six outstanding affiliate journals selected for the 2017 NCTE Affiliate Journal Award as models 
for other affiliate journals to emulate

The judges found the Fall 2016 issue to contain “a variety of articles, with many different 
approaches, including good representation from the research strand.”

The “clear, effective writing throughout” the journal helped place it in the “upper echelon 
of journals.” Also noted was that “the articles had clear connections to classroom practices.” 
Another judge mentioned that “overall, it’s a solid journal.”

Pruitt has been responsible for an overhaul of the Journal. It is now in a new experimental 
format, with a professional look which is inviting to both new and established authors. In 
particular, the new format will allow readers to comment on articles and interact with the 
authors and other readers.

WCTE will be honored at the Affiliate Breakfast on Sunday, Nov. 19, 2017, during the 
NCTE Annual Convention in St. Louis, Missouri. 

The other six winners are California English Journal (California Association of Teachers 
of English), Oregon English Journal (Oregon Council of Teachers of English), New Jersey 
English Journal (New Jersey Council of Teachers of English), Virginia English Journal 
(Virginia Association of Teachers of English), The English Record (New York State English 
Council), and Ohio Journal of English Language Arts (Ohio Council of Teachers of English 
Language Arts).

John Pruitt
UW-Rock County

WEJ editor
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WCTE BOARD MEMBER PROFILE

Meet District 12 director, Tanya Sponholz

Where are you from?” is probably the first question we ask when we meet 
someone. I like to say I’m from Minnesconsin or Winnesota because of 
my affinity for both states. I was born in LaCrosse, Wisconsin, but my 

family moved to Minnesota when I was pretty young. I grew up in New Ulm, Minne-
sota, went to college at Southwest Minnesota State University, and now live right on 
the border, basically straddling the two states. Every time I introduce myself, I always 
feel like I need a qualifier: I grew up Minnesota, but I was born in Wisconsin. I live 
in Hastings, Minnesota, but I teach in Prescott, Wisconsin. I am one of the District 12 
Directors, but I teach in District 11. You see? Always a qualifier. 

One thing that doesn’t need a qualifier is my love for English and this profes-
sion. My fondest memories of school revolve around discussions about authors 
and books. During a discussion about the Fireside Poets in American Literature 
(we won’t say how many years ago), my 11th grade English teacher Ms. Arndt 
talked about Henry Wadsworth Longfellow with a passion that I had never seen 
from another teacher. There was no doubt that I wanted to do the same thing. So 
here I am, starting my 15th year teaching English at Prescott High School. I 
teach mostly freshmen, but every year I pick up whatever senior-level 
elective is open. To round out my professional duties, I am the head 
coach of the Prescott High School forensics team, and I serve on 
the Advisory Board for the WHSFA and the Education Advisory 
Board for Park Square Theatre in St. Paul, MN. 

I love being a part of the WCTE because through this great 
community, I can meet and network with other educators who share 
my passion, and together we can become better educators for our stu-
dents. I think Ms. Arndt would be proud. And that certainly doesn’t need 
a qualifier. 

Tanya Sponholz
Prescott High School
sponholz@prescott.k12.
wi.us

Contact Info

District 12

LEADERSHIP
TEAMBUILDING
THE 54TH ANNUAL SCHOLASTIC JOURNALISM CONFERENCE

SKYPE SESSIONS
Clint Watts, senior fellow 
at the Center for Cyber and 
Homeland Security, will speak 
on Fake News, Russian Hack-
ing, and Ethical Journalism.

John Tinker, plaintiff in 
Supreme Court case, Tinker 
v. Des Moines, will speak on 
Student Leadership in Tinker 
v. Des Moines

VISIT THE WEBSITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS:

PROGRAM AT KEMPAJOURNALISM.ORG
REGISTER AT http://tinyurl.com/RegFall2017

KETTLE MORAINE PRESS ASSOCIATION
BRING YOUR STUDENTS. JOIN US FOR OUR FALL JOURNALISM CONFERENCE
More than 1,000 students and journalism advisers attend each year

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - WHITEWATER

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 13, 2017
Dozens of presentations in each of three sessions

LEADERSHIP SESSIONS
Crafting Leaders Starts with You 
Editorial Leadership: Learning to 
Coach Your Staff
Editorial Leadership: Building Staff 
Morale
Effective Leadership 
Recruiting and Team-Building
Student Leadership and School 
Boards
Turning Students into Leaders and 
Pros

ART OF THE INTERVIEW
Getting the most from sources 

HANDS-ON 
page design

NEWS & THE PRINCIPAL
Making each other nervous

SPORTS ACTION 
Photography

BUILD YOUR WEBSITE 
Using Wordpress 

FIGHT FOR THE RIGHT
To publish

CAPTION WRITING

HANDLING
Controversial topics 

ART OF THE INTERVIEW
Getting the most from sources 

HELP FOR NEW ADVISERS

YEARBOOK
as a club

HANDS-ON 
page design

IN-DEPTH 
reporting

LIVE VIDEO STREAMING YEARBOOK TRENDSPODCASTING
To engage your readers

ADVERTISEMENT
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Public speaking opportunities 
a perfect fit for English students

FORENSICS >> Mary Beth Desens

Mary Beth Desens
District 7 Director

Debate: What Democracy Needs 
Proper argumentation and dialogue is critical in 
balancing deep ideological differences. Many 
schools have an internal debate club, or teachers 
offer debate units in ELA or social studies classes. 
WHSFA offers an accessible, short debate format 
(35 min.), Public Forum, where students engage with 
peers and receive feedback from other schools’ 
educators. Attending a contest gives students 
memorable, meaningful experiences. We can help 
teachers set up contests to meet their unique 
needs. Plus, interscholastic debate meets all 
Common Core State Standards in ELA. Visit the 
Debate section of whsfa.org to learn more, and 
contact us for help!

Free Workshop for Teachers 
Tired of “Fake News” and “Alternative Facts!?” Join 
us October 4, 2017 at UW-La Crosse to discuss 
teaching tools for information literacy in a changing 
landscape of media and digital sources. We are 
targeting middle or high school teachers, as well as 
interscholastic speech, debate, and theatre coaches. 
We have limited stipends for substitute coverage. 
Visit whsfa.org/workshop for details and to register.

Building confidence since 1895.
Debate. Speak. Perform.

W
ISC

ON
SIN

TH
E A

T R E D E B A
T

E

S P E E C H

  HIGH  SCHOOL

FORENSIC ASSOCIATION

WHS
AF

Theatre Contests 
Our One-Act play contest is a 
great opportun i ty to get 
feedback on your staging of a 
short play or cutting from a full-
length play. Learn more at the 
Theatre section of whsfa.org.

Adam Jacobi, Executive Director • www.whsfa.org • (920) 710-1895 • office@whsfa.org

ADVERTISEMENT

Other than springtime, April also ushers thousands of Wisconsin (and La Crescent, Minnesota) 
high school students who are passionate about public speaking from hundreds of schools to the 
Wisconsin High School Forensic Association (WHSFA) for its 122nd annual State Speech Festival on 
the campus of UW-Madison. Students must advance from two qualifying level contests, sub-district 
and district, to perform at the State contest, which is one of the largest in the country. The qualifying 
contests have increasingly higher cut scores. Certified judges rated each student or performing group, 
and for the second year, the top five percent of point-earning schools (18 of 343 for both the 2016 and 
2017 seasons) were recognized with Excellence in Speech Awards, with the school and teacher each 
presented with a plaque. 

Behind many of these dynamic young speakers are dedicated teachers and coaches who are 
working with them to hone their abilities to a razor point. Some of the teacher coaches also happen 
to be a part of the WCTE board. Tanya Sponholz, coach at Prescott High School, earned the honor 
during the 2016 event. Robbie Twohig, coach at Burlington High School, and Mary Beth Desens, 
coach at Cedar Grove-Belgium High School, earned the honor during the 2016 and 2017 event. 

The season starts usually in late fall where categories are decided and topics selected. Students 
can choose to speak on their own, with a partner, or in a small group (five or less). Some topics 
require reading, others memorization, still others writing or choreography. Selections are practiced 
and polished with coaches for not only the aforementioned required meets, but many attend trophy 
competitions on weekends for practice and prizes. 

While some forensics participants use the skills they learn in their daily jobs on a small scale, 
others use their skills on a bigger stage. Some of these Wisconsinites include the 2016-2017 Miss 
Ozaukee County Kim Mueller, Miss Rodeo Wisconsin 2017 Katelin Bradley, former senator Russ 
Feingold, and Oprah Winfrey. 

Find more information on forensics and the WHSFA on their website at www.wshfa.org. 

http://www.wshfa.org
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PUBLICATIONS >> John Pruitt, WEJ editor

Call for submissions for Wisconsin English Journal:
Instructions, suggestions for all types of writing

Wisconsin English Journal 
welcomes all types of writing related 
to the teaching of English at any grade 
level that foregrounds classroom 
practice showing real students and 
instructors engaged in authentic 
teaching and learning.

Scholarly articles (typically 
2,500-5,000 words) will detail a 
completed traditional or action research 
investigation based in theory and 
practice.

Instructional notes provide critical 
reflections on innovative teaching 
practices and approaches. A publishable 
instructional note establishes an 
exigency; situates the strategy in the 
context of an ongoing discussion 
among teachers; presents the process of 
implementing the instructional strategy; 
and offers clear outcomes.

We also welcome submissions 
that address literacy learning as a 
motivating, intriguing, and successful 
venture for students at all grade levels, 
such as lesson studies, outstanding 
lesson plans and original assignments, 
and vignettes from the classroom.

WEJ also publishes work of interest 
to teacher educators and administrators, 
including:

• Profiles of and interviews with 
outstanding English teachers, 
researchers, teacher educators, 
policy makers, or others involved 
in the field of English language arts 
who do interesting work

• Annotated bibliographies and 
literature reviews

• Policy statements and information 
about new state or national 
legislation relevant to the 
profession

• Reports of language and literacy 
research

Submission Checklist
1. Manuscripts are accepted for 

consideration with the understanding 

that they are original material and 
are not under consideration for 
publication elsewhere. Authors 
who wish to use their published 
manuscript in an edited book or other 
compilation of articles may do so but 
first must obtain written permission 
from the editor.

2. Cover page with full title, an abstract 
of 150-250 words, plus the full name 
of each author with current affiliation, 
position held, and e-mail address.

3. Manuscripts should be prepared 
following guidelines established 
in the publication manual of the 
American Psychological Association.

4. The submission file is in Microsoft 
Word or RTF file format.

5. We highly encourage graphics, 
videos, and hyperlinks to online 
multimedia objects or other online 
materials. Authors should label 
graphs and tables appropriately and 
ensure that all links are active at the 
time of submission.

6. All research must have approval of 
the Institutional Review Board if 
the author is affiliated with a post-
secondary institution. Otherwise, 
authors must have, in their 
possession, participants’ consent 
letters for the conducted research.

Once the editor determines that 
the manuscript’s format and content 
are appropriate for the journal, the 
manuscript is then sent through a 
blind peer-review process. Names 
of reviewers will not be released to 
authors, nor will reviewers know the 
identities of authors whose work they 
review. The review process will take 4-8 
weeks. Authors will be notified of the 
recommendations of the review panel 
and will be provided with the reviewers’ 
comments.

Submit all writing to the editor, 
John Pruitt, at wi.english.journal@
gmail.com. 

Editor
John Pruitt

UW-Rock County 
Assistant Editors

Jieun Kim
UW-Madison

Gretchen McClain
UW-Madison

Editorial Board
Heather Carroll

UW-Waukesha
David Freitag

Greendale High School
Lynn Frick

Sauk Prairie High School
Beth Godbee

Marquette University
Bailey Herrmann

UW-Oshkosh
Wendy Kropid

UW-Superior
Kristine Lize

Cardinal Stritch University
Donna Pasternak

UW-Milwaukee

ED
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TAKE NOTE
The Wisconsin English Journal is 
changing format. The spring issue 
is being released in the fall as a 
double issue which will include 
both the literature and creating 
writing  features.

http://www.apastyle.org/index.aspx
mailto:wi.english.journal@gmail.com
mailto:wi.english.journal@gmail.com
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Into the Water
by Paula Hopkins

A single mother turns up dead at the bottom of the 
river that runs through town. Earlier in the summer, 
a vulnerable teenage girl met the same fate. They 
are not the first women lost to these dark waters, but 
their deaths disturb the river and its history, dredging 
up secrets long submerged.

Left behind is a lonely fifteen-year-old girl. Parentless 
and friendless, she now finds herself in the care of her 

mother’s sister, a fearful stranger who has been dragged back to the place she 
deliberately ran from — a place to which she vowed she’d never return.

With the same propulsive writing and acute understanding of human instincts 
that captivated millions of readers around the world in her explosive debut 
thriller, The Girl on the Train, Paula Hawkins delivers an urgent, twisting, deeply 
satisfying read that hinges on the deceptiveness of emotion and memory, as well 
as the devastating ways that the past can reach a long arm into the present.

Beware a calm surface — you never know what lies beneath.  ~Goodreads

WHAT WE'RE READING >> the WCTE Board

Looking for a good book?  
Check out these titles, shared by the WCTE Board

Look for more good 
book recommendations 
in the next WCTE 
Update in winter

Jennifer Kiernen
Ellsworth Comm. HS

The Underground Railroad
by  Colson Whitehead

Cora is a slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. Life 
is hellish for all the slaves but especially bad for Cora; 
an outcast even among her fellow Africans, she is 
coming into womanhood – where even greater pain 
awaits. When Caesar, a recent arrival from Virginia, 
tells her about the Underground Railroad, they 
decide to take a terrifying risk and escape. Matters 
do not go as planned and, though they manage to 

find a station and head north, they are being hunted.

As Whitehead brilliantly re-creates the unique terrors for black people in the 
pre-Civil War era, his narrative seamlessly weaves the saga of America from the 
brutal importation of Africans to the unfulfilled promises of the present day.         
~Goodreads

Tanya Sponholz
Prescott  High School

Secondary Teaching 101: 
Teach Smarter, Not Harder

by Kim Holdbrooks Townsel

Over 250 teacher-tested strategies to reduce stress, 
save time, organize the paperwork, accomplish more, 
get students to produce, help students be accountable 
and proactive in the classroom operation, manage 
your career, and make teaching secondary and middle 
school enjoyable again... because there’s more to life 
than paperwork. Join us on FaceBook for more tips and 

interactions. See Secondary Teaching for friendship and Secondary Teaching 101 for 
the fan page. ~Goodreads

Mary Beth Desens
Cedar Grove High School

White Oleander
by Janet Fitch

Everywhere hailed as a novel of rare beauty and 
power, White Oleander tells the unforgettable story 
of Ingrid, a brilliant poet imprisoned for murder, 
and her daughter, Astrid, whose odyssey through 
a series of Los Angeles foster homes — each its 
own universe, with its own laws, its own dangers, 
its own hard lessons to be learned — becomes a 
redeeming and surprising journey of self-discovery. 

~Goodreads

Justina Plemon
New Richmond HS

The Girls
by Emma Cline

Northern California, during the violent end of the 
1960s. At the start of summer, a lonely and thoughtful 
teenager, Evie Boyd, sees a group of girls in the park, 
and is immediately caught by their freedom, their 
careless dress, their dangerous aura of abandon. Soon, 
Evie is in thrall to Suzanne, a mesmerizing older girl, 
and is drawn into the circle of a soon-to-be infamous 
cult and the man who is its charismatic leader. Hidden 

in the hills, their sprawling ranch is eerie and run down, but to Evie, it is exotic, 
thrilling, charged — a place where she feels desperate to be accepted. As she 
spends more time away from her mother and the rhythms of her daily life, and as 
her obsession with Suzanne intensifies, Evie does not realize she is coming closer 
and closer to unthinkable violence, and to that moment in a girl’s life when 
everything can go horribly wrong.    ~Goodreads

Kara Sommerfeldt
Arcadia High School

When Breath Becomes Air
by Paul Kalanithi

At the age of thirty-six, on the verge of completing 
a decade’s worth of training as a neurosurgeon, Paul 
Kalanithi was diagnosed with stage IV lung cancer. 
One day he was a doctor making a living treating 
the dying, and the next he was a patient struggling 
to live. Just like that, the future he and his wife had 
imagined evaporated. When Breath Becomes Air is 
an unforgettable, life-affirming reflection on the 

challenge of facing mortality and on the relationship between doctor and 
patient, from a gifted writer who became both. ~Goodreads

Marti Matyska
Convention Manager
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Wisconsin English Teachers’ Calendar of Events, Deadlines

September

President
Marianne Potter

1st Vice-President
John Schad

2nd Vice-President
Kelly Seefeldt

Secretary
Jennifer Kieren

Treasurer
Tom Scott

Update Editor
Linda Barrington

WCTE Update August 2017

October

Nov. 10-13

Last day for online or mail-in gistration for
NCTE/CEL conventions in St. Louis
http://www.ncte.org/annual/registration

Journalism Education Association/National 
Scholastic Press Association High School 
Journalism Convention, Dallas 

NCTE Convention in St. Louis

CEL Convention in St. Louis

Nov. 6

Nov. 16-19

Nov. 19-21

November

Advance registration deadline for WCTE 
convention

Deadline for reserving reduced priced guest 
rooms for the WCTE convention at the 
Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott in downtown 
Milwaukee: 414-224-8400

Afternoon WCTE pre-convention workshop 
at UW-M School of Continuing Education 
Conference Center

WCTE Executive Board meeting, 5:30-8 p.m.

WCTE Fall convention at the UW-M School of 
Continuing Education Conference Center in 
Milwaukee, featuring Sandra Kowalczyk
Theme:  Becoming World Readers: One Book 
at a Time

Fall Scholastic Journalism Convention 
sponsored by the Kettle Moraine Press 
Association at UW-Whitewater
Theme: Leadership/Team-Building

Oct. 2

Oct. 12 

Oct. 13

Oct. 12 

Oct. 13

Deadline for NCTE’s Doublespeak Award, an  
ironic tribute to public speakers who have 
perpetuated language that is grossly deceptive, 
evasive, euphemistic, confusing, or self-
centered. More information: http://www.
ncte.org/volunteer/groups/publiclangcom/
doublespeakaward

Deadline for NCTE’s George Orwell Award, 
which recognizes writers who have made 
outstanding contributions to the critical 
analysis of public discourse. More information: 
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/
publiclangcom/orwellaward

Banned Books Week: Celebrating the Freedom 
to Read

Deadline for advance registration for the 
Kettle Moraine Press Association Fall Scholastic 
Journalism Conference. More information at 
www.KEMPAjournalism.org.

Sept. 15

Sept. 15

Sept. 24-
Sept. 30 

Sept. 30

Oct. 2

mailto:mpotter%40pointschools.net?subject=
mailto:schadj%40kohler.k12.wi.us?subject=
mailto:kseefeld@pointschools.org
mailto:kierenj@ellsworth.k12.wi.us
mailto:tscott2@uwm.edu
mailto:lbarring@wi.rr.com
http://www.ncte.org/annual/registration
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/publiclangcom/doublespeakaward
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/publiclangcom/doublespeakaward
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/publiclangcom/doublespeakaward
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/publiclangcom/orwellaward
http://www.ncte.org/volunteer/groups/publiclangcom/orwellaward
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FOR CLASS >> Justina Plemon, New Richmond High School

Workshop activity to understand ‘privilege’

3
2

BACKGROUND ON THE DIVERSITY EDUCATION TASK FORCE: This activity was 
adapted by the Diversity Education Task Force. The purpose of Diversity Education Task Force 
(DETF) is to educate, advocate, and celebrate diversity including making recommendations to 
the college administration to create a more inclusive campus environment. The DETF works to 
fulfill this purpose in many ways; such as, offering period staff training on diversity-related issues; 
offering diversity-focused student events, including the nationally-recognized celebration months; 
and implementing new campus diversity initiatives, such as the Safe Zone training for faculty and 
staff who wish to be identified as an ally to the LGBT community. 

PURPOSE OF THE ACTIVITY: This activity is part of a unit surrounding the essential 
question: Does everyone have implicit bias? This workshop has been designed to provide students 
with an opportunity to understand the intricacies of privilege and to explore the ways that we 
enjoy privileges based on being members of social identity groups in the United States. Please 
note that this exercise is not meant to make anyone feel guilty or ashamed of her or his privilege 
or lack of privilege related to any social identity categories. Rather, the exercise seeks to highlight 
the fact that everyone has SOME privilege, even as some people have more privilege than others. 
By illuminating our various privileges as individuals, we can recognize ways that we can use our 
privileges individually and collectively to work for social justice. The purpose is not to blame 
anyone for having more power or privilege or for receiving more help in achieving goals, but to 
have an opportunity to identify both obstacles and benefits experienced in our life. 
*NOTE: This is a very “high risk” activity that requires trust building and safety for participants; 
introducing this activity too early in the year or before building trust risks creating resentment and 
hurt that can inhibit further sharing and openness. 

Supplies Needed:
• List of statements related to privilege or obstacles  
• Space large enough for participants to form a straight line with an arm’s length between them 

and the person on their left; there should be space in front of the line to move forward 10 
steps or behind to be able to move back 10 steps.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE ACTIVITY: 

Have participants form a straight line across the room about an arm’s length apart, 
leaving space in front and behind. 

Read the Purpose from above, to help provide context for the exercise. 

State the following: Listen to the following statements, and follow the instructions 
given. For example, when I read, “If you have blue eyes, take one step forward,” only 
people with blue eyes will move and everyone else will stand still. Each step should be 

an average length step. This activity should be done in silence and if anyone feels uncomfortable 
stepping forward and backward on any statement I read, then please stay where you are, but 
remember the statement read. This is an introspective exercise and it’s important for you to 
understand how privilege affects your life, but it is not designed to make you share things which 
you don’t wish to share. 

1

CCSS
L.1 
Demonstrate command 
of the conventions of 
standard English gram-
mar and usage when 
writing or speaking.

L.3
Apply knowledge of 
language to understand 
how language func-
tions in different con-
texts, to make effective 
choices for meaning or 
style, and to compre-
hend more fully when 
reading or listening.

SL.6
Adapt speech to a va-
riety of contexts and 
tasks, demonstrating 
a command of formal 
English when indicated 
or appropriate.

Justina Plemon is the 
Diversity chairperson for 
WCTE. She teaches at New 
Richmond High School. 
Contact her at justina.
plemon@gmail.com.

Continued on next page

mailto:justina.plemon@gmail.com
mailto:justina.plemon@gmail.com
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1. If your parents worked nights and weekends to support 
your family, take one step back.

2. If you are able to move through the world without fear of 
sexual assault, take one step forward.

3. If you can show affection for your romantic partner in 
public without fear of ridicule or violence, take one step 
forward.

4. If you have ever been diagnosed as having a physical or 
mental illness/disability, take one step back.

5. If the primary language spoken in your household 
growing up was not English, take one step back.

6. If you came from a supportive family environment take 
one step forward.

7. If you have ever tried to change your speech or 
mannerisms to gain credibility, take one step back.

8. If you can go anywhere in the country, and easily find 
the kinds of hair products you need and/or cosmetics that 
match your skin color, take one step forward.

9. If you were embarrassed about your clothes or house 
while growing up, take one step back.

10. If you can make mistakes and not have people attribute 
your behavior to flaws in your racial/gender group, take 
one step forward.

11. If you can legally marry the person you love, regardless 
of where you live, take one step forward.

12. If you were born in the United States, take one step 
forward.

13. If you or your parents have ever gone through a divorce, 
take one step back.

14. If you felt like you had adequate access to healthy food 
growing up, take one step forward

15. If you are reasonably sure you would be hired for a job 
based on your ability and qualifications, take one step 
forward.

16. If you would never think twice about calling the police 
when trouble occurs, take one step forward.

17. If you can see a doctor whenever you feel the need, take 
one step forward.

18. If you feel comfortable being emotionally expressive/
open, take one step forward.             

19. If you have ever been the only person of your race/
gender/socio-economic status/ sexual orientation in a 
classroom or workplace setting, please take one step 
back.

20. If you took out loans for your education take one step 
backward.

21. If you get time off for your religious holidays, take one 
step forward. 

22. If you had a job during your high school and college 
years, take one step back.

23. If you feel comfortable walking home alone at night, take 
one step forward.

24. If you have ever traveled outside the United States, take 
one step forward.

25. If you have ever felt like there was NOT adequate or 
accurate representation of your racial group, sexual 
orientation group, gender group, and/or disability group 
in the media, take one step back.

26. If you feel confident that your parents would be able to 
financially help/support you if you were going through a 
financial hardship, take one step forward.

27. If you have ever been bullied or made fun of based on 
something that you can’t change, take one step back.

28. If there were more than 50 books in your house growing 
up, take one step forward.

29. If you studied the culture or the history of your ancestors 
in elementary school take one step forward.

30. If your parents or guardians attended college, take one 
step forward.

31. If you ever went on a family vacation, take one step 
forward.

32. If you can buy new clothes or go out to dinner when you 
want to, take one step forward.

33. If you were ever offered a job because of your association 
with a friend or family member, take one step forward.

34. If one of your parents was ever laid off or unemployed 
not by choice, take one step back.

35. If you were ever uncomfortable about a joke or a 
statement you overheard related to your race, ethnicity, 
gender, appearance, or sexual orientation but felt unsafe 
to confront the situation, take one step back.

4

When all the statements have been read, process the activity using the following questions. Start the question/answer 
session by going around the room, and have each student share one word that capture how they are feeling right now. 
If they do not want to share, have them say, “pass.” 

• How did it feel to be one of the students on the “back” 
side of the line? 

• How did it feel to be one of the students on the 
“front” side of the line? 

• Did anyone think they had experienced an average 
amount of privilege, but it turned out to be more or 
less than they thought? 

• If anyone was alone on one side, how did that feel? 
• Was anyone always on one side of the line? If yes, 

how did that feel? 
• Were there certain sentences that were more impactful 

than others? 
• What are you aware of now that you weren’t 

necessarily aware of before this exercise?

In my experience, this exercise helped students become aware of things that impact the daily lives of their peers and 
themselves. In relation to the implicit bias unit, students used this exercise to cite situations that came to mind when they had 
to step forward or backwards during the exercise and the feelings they had about what biased opinions might be shed on them 
during their time in line. At the end of the year in their reflections, students said that this activity had a profound impact on them 
and asked that we do more activities like this throughout the year.

Read the following statements one at a time allowing time for participants to take a step. 

5
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